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Introduction
Lower barriers to entry and liberalisation in world capital markets have increased the actual

and potential mobility of multinational enterprises (MNEs). This poses challenges for host
countries’ tax and regulation policies. For a number of countries, such as, for example, the
member countries of the European Union, the policy challenge is two-faceted. First, they are
facing strategic tax competition from other similar (e.g. EU member) countries, where the
national governments try to attract new corporate investments. Second, the MNEs may have
attractive investment and localisation options in entirely different countries (outside the
EU-area), e.g., in tax havens or low cost countries. In this paper we analyse tax competition
where these two forces are simultaneously present, and study its consequences for an MNE’s
investment decisions. footnote 

The analysis is couched in terms of a common agency model, where two countries
(principals) independently design competing tax/regulation policies towards a multinational
enterprise (the agent), which divides its real investment portfolio between the two countries. The
MNE has an option of redirecting parts of the investments from one country to the other, but it is
assumed not to be optimal for the MNE to make all its investments in only one of the two
countries. Besides these investment opportunities, the firm has an additional option of investing
in another economic area. By retracting to this area, where the tax authorities are assumed to be
passive, the firm may avoid taxation by the two first countries and secure itself some ’outside
value’. In line with the complex characteristics of most multinational firms, footnote we assume
that the firm has better information than the governments about its efficiency in its operations
inside as well as outside the two countries. footnote We consider the case where efficiency is is
positively correlated across these operations, and assume for simplicity that the correlation is
perfect. Technically, the model is thus one of common agency with hidden information footnote 
and a type-dependent outside value for the agent. The latter feature makes the model new
relative to the received literature on common agency, and our equilibrium results are therefore
new contributions to this literature.

In the competitive taxation setting, the MNEs’ outside investment options impose a mobility
(participation) constraint on the active (e.g. EU) tax authorities: the firm’s after-tax return on
investments in their combined jurisdictions (the EU area) should be equal to or exceed the return
after tax and mobility costs on the best alternative outside investment. In addition, the
governments face incentive constraints since the firm possesses private information about its
efficiency and thereby its profitability. As part of a tax bargaining strategy the firm may have an
incentive to misrepresent its earning potential in each individual country. Also, having
investment opportunities in several countries, the MNE may try to reduce tax payments in each
jurisdiction by an implicit threat of directing a larger fraction of its investment to the
neighbouring country or the alternative economic area, or even threaten to migrate out of the
present economic area altogether. footnote In this case it is possible that the MNE is faced with
countervailing incentives, see Lewis and Sappington (1989), Maggi and Rodríguez-Clare (1995),
and Jullien (1996). On the one hand, to reduce tax payments the firm would like to report a low
productivity in the EU-countries. To reduce taxes it would also like to indicate that it is highly
mobile, i.e., unless taxes in the EU-area is reduced, it may reschedule investments or migrate
altogether to another region where costs or taxes are lower. To signal a credible threat of
relocation, the firm would like to report a high reservation profit, i.e., it would like to report a
high productivity on alternative investments. However, when the firm’s productivities inside and
outside the EU-area are correlated, it cannot at the same time report a low and a high
productivity. In this situation of countervailing incentives the outside option of the firm may
actually have the effect of limiting the firm’s information rent (although its total rent, including



mobility rent, will increase).
This paper complements the regulation theory literature by combining countervailing

incentives and common agency. We give some characterization results, and derive explicit
equilibria for the case of quadratic return functions and uniform probability distributions.
Comparative statics results for these equilibria are presented. It is shown that the presence of
countervailing incentives generated by an outside option does change qualitative results in
common agency. For instance, while the standard common agency model under our assumptions
(including contract substitutes and a continuos type distribution) yields unique differentiable
equilibrium schedules for the firm’s investments (as functions of its efficiency type), footnote 
we typically obtain a whole family of such equilibrium schedules in the extended model. In
particular, there are asymmetric equilibria even when the taxing countries are in all relevant
aspects symmetric. The Pareto-preferred equilibrium is however shown to be symmetric in that
case.

Multiprincipal regulatory problems with the presence of countervailing incentives has
previously been analysed by Mezzetti (1997), but in a different setting: optimal incentives and
organisational design are developed for a case where two principals share a common agent, and
where the agent has private information about hisrelativeproductivity in the tasks he performs
for the two principals. With this informational assumption, and by formulation of a specific cost
function, Mezzetti obtains a case of countervailing incentives. We focus on private information
about the absolute efficiency level, and the presence of countervailing incentives is in our model
due to an outside option. These two information structures have quite different implications;
whereas Mezzetti obtain equilibria with pooling for a range of intermediate types, we obtain fully
separating equilibria, and whereas Mezzetti obtains a unique equilibrium, the equilibrium
investment schedules are typically not unique in our model. Another departure from the model of
Mezzetti, which has implications for the qualitative results, is that we address a case of
substitutes, whereas in Mezzetti’s model there is complementarity between the two tasks
performed by the agent.

We model a tax bargaining situation between a unique, large MNE and two independent
countries, which engage in strategic tax competition. Focus is on private information about
productivity, i.e., issues of intra-firm trade and transfer pricing are not considered. footnote The
outside region introduced here is assumed to be a passive player. This assumption may have
several justifications. First, the outside option may represent many low-cost countries or tax
havens which have perfect tax competition among themselves. Second, the outside option may
be represented by a low-cost or a low-tax country that plays against many countries in the region
where the MNE is presently located, and thus will not be affected by tax changes in one small
EU-country. Third, the alternative location region may even play strategically, but is dominated
by the EU-countries, e.g., because of lack of skilled labour and adequate infrastructure. footnote 

The present paper is an extension of Olsen and Osmundsen (1998), which departs from the
common agency models of Martimort (1992) and Stole (1992) by letting the principals assign a
positive value to the agent’s information rents. footnote This affects qualitative results by
inducing equity externalities. In the present paper we further extend the framework developed by
Martimort and Stole by including an outside investment option which induces countervailing
incentives. Optimal (single-agency) taxation subject to private information about the value of an
outside option, has previously been addressed by Favardin and Soubeyran (1995), Osmundsen,
Hagen and Schjelderup (1998), and Osmundsen (1999), where the last two articles also address
the issue of countervailing incentives. All three analyses presume that foreign governments
implement a traditional tax system, while the single home country imposes an incentive
mechanism designed to extract more rent from the tax subjects.We extend the model to allow for
a response from a foreign country, i.e., to take into account strategic interaction among
governments.

In the common agency literature (for substitutes), and the theory of tax competition under
symmetric information, footnote it is the case that investments are higher under competing than



under cooperating principals, and that the agent benefits from competition between principals.
For complementary activities, Bond and Gresik (1996) find that activity levels always are lower
with competing than with cooperating principals, and that the firm always is better off under
cooperative taxation. footnote We show that with the presence of an outside option, tax
competition, relative to tax coordination, may entail lower investments for inefficient types and
higher investments for efficient types, and that he firm’s profits may be lower or higher when the
countries compete than when they cooperate. Whether the firm is better or worse off under tax
competition relative to tax coordination, depends among other things on its ownership structure.
Moreover, the presence of an outside option makes the investment equilibria inherently
non-unique. We also show that a higher outside option for the firm may actually be beneficial for
the taxing countries when they compete.

The model
The particular features of the model are as follows. The MNE investsK1 in country 1 andK2

in country 2, footnote yielding profits (before joint costs and taxes)N1�K1,2  andN2�K2,2 ,
where2 is an efficiency parameter. The MNE also has an option of investing in another
economic area. To simplify we assume that if the MNE exercises this option, it moves all its
operations to this region. Given a passive government in the outside region, this assumption
mainly serves to simplify notation. An alternative setup would be to assume that the MNE in
equilibrium actually invests in a third country, in which case the outside option would be to
reschedule a larger fraction of its activities to this country. This alternative approach would
generate the same qualitative results; see the appendix.

We assume that it is not optimal for the MNE to make all its investments only in country 1 or
only in country 2. There are several examples that may motivate this assumption. First, consider
a vertically integrated MNE which is located in two EU-countries (e.g., coal mining and natural
gas extraction). Extraction levels exceed local demand, and excess output is exported to the
neighbouring country, due to high transportation costs. Such a firm cannot credibly threaten to
concentrate all its activities in only one of the countries. The outside option of the firm may be to
extract natural resources and serve customers in another region. The second case is an MNE
(e.g., in the food industry), that is presently located in two EU-countries. footnote The MNE is
likely to maintain some activity in both countries due to irreversible investments that have been
made in production facilities. Even without the presence of fixed factors, the firm may want to be
present in both of the countries in order to be close to the customers and thus closely observe
changing consumer patterns. footnote A third explanation for localisation in several countries is
that the MNE is a multi-product firm, e.g., a producer of household appliances or
semi-conductors, and that the countries differ with respect to the presence of industrial clusters
for different types of products. footnote Lower trade costs may open up the possibility to locate
in low cost or low tax regions, i.e., outside options may emerge.

Let$ and= denote, respectively, the pre- and post-tax global profits of the firm:

$�K1,K2,2  � N1�K1,2  � N2�K2,2  " C�K ,

= � $ " r1 " r2,

  #   

  #   

whereK � K1 � K2, C�K  denotes joint costs for the two affiliates andr1 andr2 are the taxes
paid to the two countries. footnote We assume thatCU�K  � 0, CUU�K  � 0. The convex costs
C�K  imply economic interaction effects among the two affiliates; an increase in the investments
in one of the countries implies a higher marginal joint cost, which again affects the investments
of the other country. These joint costs may have different interpretations. First,K may represent
scarce human capital, e.g., management resources or technical personnel, where we assume that
the MNE faces convex recruitment and training costs. Second,K may represent real investments,
whereC�K  are management and monitoring costs of the MNE. Economic management and



co-ordination often become more demanding as the scale of international operations increase,
i.e.,C�K  is likely to be convex. Third, instead of interpretingC�K  as joint costs, it may in the
case of imperfect competition be perceived as measuring interaction effects in terms of market
power. For example, if the two affiliates sell their output on the same market (e.g., in a third
country), their activities are substitutes: high investments (and output) in affiliate 1 reduce the
price obtained by affiliate 2. Another example of a market interaction effect is a case whereK1

andK2 are investments in R&D; the marginal payoff on R&D-activities of affiliate 1 is lower the
higher is the R&D activity of affiliate 2, e.g., due to a patent race. footnote 

The countries compete to attract scarce real investments from the MNE, and the interaction
of the principals is through the MNE’s joint costs. Note that�

2
$

�K1�K2
� "CUU�K  � 0, e.g., we

address a case of contracting substitutes. The affiliates of the MNE are separate and independent
entities, which means that they are subsidiaries and thus taxed at source. The firm has private
information about2 and net operating profits in the two countries. It is presumed that if the firm
is efficient in one country it is also an efficient operator in the other country; for reasons of
tractability we assume that the firm has the same efficiency in the two countries. It is common
knowledge among the governments of the two countries (the principals) that the efficiency types
are distributed according to the differentiable density functionf�2  � 0, with corresponding
cumulative distribution functionF�2 � having the support¡2,2� ¢, where2 denotes the least and2�
the most efficient type. The probability distribution satisfies the regularity conditions

d
d2 ¡F�2 /f�2 ¢ � 0 and d

d2 ¡�1 " F�2  /f�2 ¢ � 0. Efficient types have higher net operating profits

than less efficient types, both on average and at the margin:
�Nj

�2
�Kj ,2  � 0 and

�2Nj

�2�Kj
�Kj ,2  � 0,

j � 1,2; where the latter inequality is a single crossing condition.
The MNE and the governments are risk neutral. For all efficiency types the affiliate’s net

operating profits in each country are sufficiently high so that both governments always want to
induce the domestic affiliate to make some investments in their home country. Domestic
consumer surpluses in the two countries are unaffected by changes in the MNE’s production
level, since the firm is assumed to be a price taker (or its market is outside the two countries).
The governments have utilitarian objective functions: the social domestic welfare generated by
an MNE of efficiency type2 is given by a weighted sum of the domestic taxes paid by the firm
and the firm’s global profits:

Wj � �1 � 5 j r j � ) j=, j � 1,2,

where5 j is the general equilibrium shadow cost of public funds in countryj, and) j is the owner
share of countryj in the MNE. The shadow costs of public funds are taken as exogenously given
in our partial analysis. We have that5 j � 0, j � 1,2, since marginal public expenditure is
financed by distortive taxes. By inserting for Eq.( ref: P ), the social welfare function for country
1 can be restated as

W1 � �1 � 51 �$�K1,K2,2  " r2  " �1 � 51 " )1 =.   #   

The MNE has an additional localisation alternative: it has an option of moving all its activity
outside the EU area, e.g., to a low cost country or to a tax haven. This investment option would
produce an after tax profit ofn�2 , i.e., the firm has private information about the alternative
return on its scarce resources.

To analyse the MNE’s incentives for strategic reporting of its efficiency type, let (with a
slight abuse of notation)=�2  denote the firm’s equilibrium post tax profits, so we have the
participation constraint=�2  u n�2 , �2 � ¡2,2�¢. Assuming that firms that have high returns in
the EU area also have high returns on outside options, we havenU�2  � 0. Now, if these outside
returns are for every type no larger than the equilibrium profits for the EU area found in the case
wheren�2  is constant, this equilibrium will prevail also when the firm has the option to move
out of the area. So we consider here the case where the participation constraint is binding for
some type(s) other than the least productive one, i.e., for some type2 p 2. In these cases there



are typically countervailing incentives, where low-productivity types are tempted to claim to
have high productivity in order to secure themselves high rents. To illustrate these effects, and
yet have a fairly simple model, we shall confine ourselves to cases where the participation
constraint is binding only for the least productive and the most productive type, i.e., only for
2 � 2 and2 � 2�. This will typically occur if the outside returns functionn�2  is ’sufficiently
convex’, in a sense to be made precise below.

Cooperatin g principals
When the agent possesses private information and the principals cooperate, the solution

procedure is analogous to the familiar single principal case. The principals seek to maximise the
cooperative welfare given byW � W1 � W2 (we assume51 � 52) subject to incentive and
participation constraints. The standard procedure is to analyse this in terms of direct revelation
mechanisms. footnote The firm is then asked to make a report2�, in response to which it is asked
to investK1�2�  andK2�2�  and to pay the taxesr1�2�  andr2�2� . This yields profits
=�2�,2  � $ K1�2� ,K2�2� ,2 " r1�2�  " r2�2� . Incentive compatibility requires that the firm’s

optimal choice of2� is 2 (i.e.,=�2�,2  t =�2,2  ; hence it requires that footnote 

=U�2  �
�$
�2

�K1�2 ,K2�2 ,2  �
�N1�K1�2 ,2 

�2
�
�N2�K2�2 ,2 

�2
,   #   

where=�2  q =�2,2 , and the second equality follows from the definition of$. It is also
necessary that! j

�2
$

�Kj�2
�K1�2 ,K2�2 ,2 Kj

U�2  u 0. The first-order condition ( ref: IC ) together

with Kj
U�2  � 0,j � 1,2 are sufficient for incentive compatibility.

Each principal maximizes expected welfareEWsubject to the incentive compatibility (IC)
and participation (IR) constraints. footnote Here we confine ourselves to the case of a ”strongly
convex” outside option functionn�2 . The IR constraints will then not bind for any interior type.

Proposition Suppose there is a2� � ¡2,2�¢ such that K1�2 ,K2�2  given by

�K1�2 ,K2�2   � arg max
K1,K2

$�K1,K2,2  " �1 " )1 � )2

1 � 5
  �$
�2

�K1,K2,2 
F�2�  " F�2 

f�2 

are increasing�Kj
U�2  u 0  or, more generally, incentive compatible. Suppose further that the

associated rent=�2  given by( ref: IC ), i.e., =�2U  � ;
2

2 U

�$

�2
�K1�2 ,K2�2 ,2 d2 � =�2 ,

satisfies=�2  u n�2  and
(a) =�2  � n�2  if 2� � 2�.
(b) =�2  � n�2  and=�2�  � n�2�  if 2 � 2� � 2�.
(c) =�2�  � n�2�  if 2� � 2.
Then�K1�2 ,K2�2   together with the associated rent=�2  is the optimal solution. Moreover, if
Kj

U�2  � 0, j � 1,2,this solution entails tax payments such that total tax revenue r1�2  � r2�2 

is increasing for2 � 2� and decreasing for2 � 2�.

For completeness aproof is included in the appendix. To interpret the optimal solution, note
that the first order conditions for optimal investments take the form

�$
�Kj

"
1 � 5 " )1 " )2

1 � 5
�2
$

�2�Kj

F�2�  " F�2 

f�2 
� 0,j � 1,2.   #   

The first term captures the marginal surplus in production, the second term the marginal welfare
effect associated with the firm’s rents. When2� � 2� - the conventional case - the latter effect is
negative, i.e., it amounts to a welfare cost for all types except the most efficient one. Optimal
investments are then (at least for symmetric returns) lower than their first-best levels. If
2� � �2,2� , the second term above is negative for2 � 2�, so the welfare effect associated with the
firm’s rents is positive for such a type. For these types the incentive constraints are binding
upwards; the firm is tempted to mimic a more efficient type in order to make it appear that it has



a higher outside option. By inducing such a firm to invest more, and thereby increase its
”internal” profits,=�2 , the incentive constraints for firms with lower efficiency (types in the
range�2�,2 ) are relaxed. This leads (for symmetric returns) to overinvestments relative to the
first-best solution for these types.

While tax revenues in the conventional case (a) are increasing with the firm’s efficiency, they
are in case (b), where an outside option exerts an influence, maximal for some intermediate
efficiency type. From this we can also conclude that total welfare in some such cases will be
non-monotonic in efficiency, and thus also maximal for an intermediate type. footnote 

Non -cooperative equilibrium
Consider now the case where the governments of the two countries compete (to attract the

firm’s investments) rather than cooperate. In this case the MNE relates to each government
separately. The governments cannot credibly share information and they act non-cooperatively.
Analogous to Stole (1992) we assume that the firm makes separate reports to the two
governments about its efficiency,2� 1 and2� 2, and that each principal observes only the report
meant for him. Letr j denote the taxes that the firm pays to governmentj, and let

r j�2� j ,Kj�2� j ,2� j � ¡2,2� ¢ , j � 1,2, be direct mechanisms that induce truthful revelation of the

firm’s efficiency parameter. footnote The MNE’s profits as a function of reports and type are
now given by

=�2� 1,2� 2,2  q $�K1�2� 1 ,K2�2� 2 ,2  " r1�2� 1  " r2�2� 2 .

The incentive compatibility (truthfulness) constraints are then=�2� 1,2� 2,2  t =�2,2,2  for all
feasible2� 1,2� 2,2. Following Stole (1992) we call these the common incentive compatibility
constraints (CIC). As in the cooperative case, the constraints imply ( ref: IC ), where now
=�2  � =�2,2,2 . We say that a pairK1�21 ,K2�22  of investment profiles are commonly
implementable if there are tax schedulesr j�2 j , one for each principal, such that the pair of
contracts satisfy (CIC). A pair of contracts is commonly feasible if in addition the participation
constraints=�2  u n�2  are satisfied.

Stole derives necessary (Thm. 4, Cor. 1) and sufficient (Thm. 5) conditions for common
implementability. The necessary conditions include the second-order conditions for local
concavity of=�2� 1,2� 2,2  at the point�2� 1,2� 2  � �2,2 , which amount to:
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$

�K1�K2
K1

U K2
U
�
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$

�2�Ki
Ki
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$

�2�K1
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�2�K2
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�K1�K2
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$

�2�K1
K1

U
�

�2
$

�2�K2
K2

U u 0.
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These conditions are (in conjunction with ( ref: IC )) also sufficient when the cross-partial
derivatives of the agent’s profit function are constant, the agent’s decision variables are
substitutes, and the investment schedules to be implemented are nondecreasing. footnote 

By a procedure analogous to that leading to Proposition 1 for the cooperative case, we can
show the following result

Lemma Suppose�K1�2 ,K2�2   is a pair of non-decreasing schedules that is commonly
implementable, with associated tax schedules�r1�2 ,r2�2  . Let

2� i�kj ,2  � argmax2� i
U $ kj ,Ki�2� i

U ,2 " r i�2� i
U  , kj u 0,

and suppose that there are2� 1,2� 2 � �2,2�  such that Kj�2  � arg maxkj Gj�kj ,2,2� j  , where

Gj�kj ,2;2� j  � $�kj ,Ki�2� i�kj ,2  ,2  " $�Kj�2 ,Ki�2� i�kj ,2  ,2 

"
1 � 5 " ) j

1 � 5
�$
�2

�kj ,Ki�2� i�kj ,2  ,2 
F�2� j  " F�2 

f�2 
.   #   

Suppose also that the associated rents=�2  for the agent, given by



=�2U  � ;
2

2 U

�$
�2

�K1�2 ,K2�2 ,2 d2 � =�2 ,   #   

satisfy=�2  u n�2  with equality for2 � 2 and for2 � 2�. Then�K1,K2  is a common-agency
equilibrium.

A proof is given in the appendix. Note that2� i�kj ,2  is the firm’s optimal report to the
principal in countryi, given that it investskj in countryj, and has efficiency type2.

The first order condition for the maximum of ofGj�  to be attained atkj � Kj�2  is

�$
�Kj

"
1 � 5 " ) j

1 � 5
�2
$

�2�Kj
�

�2
$

�2�Ki

�
�Kj

Ki�2� i�Kj ,2  ,2 
F�2� j  " F�2 

f�2 
� 0,

where all terms are evaluated atKj � Kj�2 , Ki � Ki�2  (and therefore2� i�Kj ,2  � 2 by CIC).
The first term in the formula represents the marginal surplus, the second (main) term the
marginal effects on rents. This term has itself two components; the first is the conventional
(direct) one (first-order rent effect), just like in the cooperative case; the second is a strategic
effect (second-order rent effect), working through the change in foreign investments (�Ki

�Kj
)

induced by the change in domestic investments. This is a fiscal externality which is due to the
ability of governmentj - via a strategic tax policy - to affect the report made by the MNE to
governmenti, and thereby affectKi . As shown in the appendix, the latter investment effect is (in
equilibrium) given by

�Ki

�Kj
� Ki

U�2 
�2� i

�Kj
�Kj�2 ,2  �
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where all terms are evaluated atKj � Kj�2 , Ki � Ki�2 . If investments are substitutes,
increasing in both countries, and commonly implementable, the strategic effect will be negative.
The first-order condition for equilibrium investmentsKj�2  can now be written
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A symmetric condition holds for investments in countryi. Except for the parameters�2� 1,2� 2 , the
conditions ( ref: DEQ ) are analogous to the equilibrium conditions derived by Stole (1992) and
others for the conventional case where the outside value is type independent. The conventional
case corresponds to2� 1 � 2� 2 � 2�. Conditional on the parameters�2� 1,2� 2 , the two conditions
define a pair of differential equations for the equilibrium investment schedules. If these equations
have solutions, one can check whether, for some combination�2� 1,2� 2 , the other conditions in the
Lemma are satisfied. If they are, the solution obtained in this way is an equilibrium. Thus we
have the following result.

Proposition Suppose�K1�2 ,K2�2   is a pair of non-decreasing schedules that is commonly
implementable and satisfies the differential equations( ref: DEQ ) for some combination
�2� 1,2� 2 , with 2� j � �2,2� . Suppose also that Gj�kj ,2,2� j  given in( ref: GJ ) is for every2
qusiconcave in kj . Suppose finally that the associated rents=�2  for the agent(the MNE), given
by ( ref: RNT ) satisfy=�2  u n�2  with equality for2 � 2 and for2 � 2�. Then�K1�2 ,K2�2  

is a common-agency equilibrium.

Thus far we have only considered equilibria in revelation mechanisms. A relevant question is
whether the equilibrium outcome in this game also arises as the equilibrium outcome of a
taxation game where the principals offer tax functionsRj�Kj , i.e. where the tax payment to
principal j only depends on investmentsKj in countryj. If so, the tax schedules must satisfy the
first-order conditions�$

�Kj
�Kj ,Ki ,2  � Rj

U�Kj  for Kj � Kj�2 , Ki � Ki�2 , for every type2.



Assuming that the investment profiles are invertible (e.g. strictly increasing in2), we define
2 j�K  to be the inverse ofKj�2 . The first-order condition forKj then takes the form

�$
�Kj

�Kj ,Ki�2 j�Kj  ,2 j�Kj   � Rj
U�Kj .   #   

This relation will determine the marginal tax rate for investments in the range, say¡Kj ,K� j¢ of
Kj�2 , i.e. for investments that arise as an equilibrium outcome for some type2. Extending the
tax functions outside this range, two conditions must be met: (i) the extended tax functions must
implementK1�2 ,K2�2 , and (ii) they must be mutually best responses for the principals. In the
next section, where we consider the case of a quadratic profit function$�K1,K2,2  and a
uniform distribution, we show that this can be done by extending the tax functions linearly
outside the equilibrium range.

In the quadratic-uniform case we obtain equilibrium investment schedulesKj�2  that are
linear in the efficiency parameter2. Figure 1 provides an illustration for the case where the two
countries are completely symmetric ($�K1,K2,2  is symmetric and owner shares are equal;
)1 � )2). The first-best (full information) investment schedules are then symmetric across the
countries, and so are the second-best (asymmetric information) schedules obtained in the
cooperative tax regime. These are depicted as, respectively, the heavy line (first-best) and the
broken line (second-best) in the figure. The thin line represents the investment schedule for a
symmetric equilibrium in the non-cooperative tax regime. footnote Its qualitative properties are
similar to those of the solution under tax cooperation; there is underinvestment relative to the
first-best for low-efficiency types (2 � 2� j) and overinvestment for high-efficiency types
(2 � 2� j). footnote As discussed below, the relative positions of the investment schedules for the
two tax regimes will vary, depending on the parameters of the model. The figure depicts a case
where competition in some sense exacerbates investment distortions: investments under
competition are for low-efficiency types even lower and for high-efficiency types even higher
than investments under cooperation.

FIGURE 1
We will now point out some results suggested by the analysis above. For the general

functional forms used so far, we will only provide suggestive and intuitive explanations. In the
following section we prove these results for the case of a quadratic profit function$�K1,K2,2 
and a uniform distributionF�2 .

(i) non-uniqueness of(differentiable) equilibrium investment schedules. An equilibrium as
that in Proposition 3 appears to be generically non-unique. The reason is that the system of
equations that determine an equilibrium has ’one degree of freedom’. The differential equations
( ref: DEQ ) will normally have a family of solutions, indexed by the parameters�2� 1,2� 2 . Since
one IR constraint, such as=�2  � n�2 , is used determine the rent for the least efficient type,
there remains only one constraint, namely=�2�  � n�2� , to determine the two parameters�2� 1,2� 2 .
Contrary to the cooperative case, where there is only one parameter to be determined, the
non-cooperative case leaves one degree of freedom for the equilibrium solution. There are of
course other (assumed non-binding) participation and incentive constraints, but as we show in
the next section, there is in the uniform-quadratic case a family of (linear) investment schedules
that satisfy all equilibrium conditions. We thus verify non-uniqueness for this class of return and
distribution functions. Non-uniqueness holds true also when the countries are symmetrical in all
respects, hence we verify that there are equilibria with non-symmetric investments when the
countries are symmetric. The Pareto-preferred equilibrium, however, is shown to be unique and
symmetric for that case.

(ii ) uniqueness of equilibrium rents=�2 . The family of equilibria identified for the
uniform-quadratic case turns out to have the property that, although investment levels are
different across these equilibria, the firm’s rents are the same in all of them. The reason is
essentially that the firm’s marginal equilibrium rents, given by=U�2  �

�$

�2
�K1�2 ,K2�2 ,2  (as

required by incentive compatibility), stay constant even if the investment levelsK1�2 ,K2�2 



vary across equilibria. It seems that this will hold true also for a larger class of return and
distribution functions.

(iii ) tax competition may, relative to tax coordination, decrease or increase the firm’s rents.
To see that tax competition may decrease the firm’s rents, consider the case where there are no
outside owners, i.e.,)1 � )2 � 1, the countries are symmetric in all respects, and5 is close to
zero. Under tax coordination the motive for rent extraction is then very weak, since all rents
accrue to domestic owners, and the costs of public funds are small. Provided the outside value
for the firm is not too high, the optimal investment levels are then close to the first-best levels
(K1F�2 ,K2F�2 ), and marginal rents are (with close approximation) given by
=U�2  �

�$

�2
�K1F�2 ,K2F�2 ,2 .

Under tax competition there is a much stronger incentive for each country to extract the
firm’s rents, since half of those rents accrue to owners living in the other country. In the
symmetric equilibrium there is then significant underinvestments (relative to the first best) for
firms with low efficiency (2 � 2� j). If the participation constraint is binding for the most efficient
type, there is overinvestments for the more efficient types (2 � 2� j). Since lower (respectively
higher) investments mean lower (respectively higher) marginal – and therefore also absolute –
rents, we see that the rents for firms with low efficiency will be lower under tax competition
relative to their rents under tax coordination. The relatively higher investments for
high-efficiency types will to some extent work in the opposite direction on the firm’s rents, but at
least for the functional forms we analyze in detail in the section below, it is the case that rents are
for all types in�2,2�  under these conditions lower under tax competition than under tax
coordination.

Under other conditions, notably when the outside owner share is large ()1 � )2 X 0) and the
cost of public funds is not too small, we find the opposite result, namely that the rents for all
types in�2,2�  are higher under tax competition than they are under tax coordination. The
intuition for this result is essentially the following. Given that no rents accrue to domestic owners
in this case, the principals’ motives for rent extraction will be ’equally strong’ under the two
regimes. The motive for rent extraction leads to investments that are downwards distorted for
low-efficiency types and, if the participation constraint is binding at the top, upwards distorted
for high-efficiency types. In the competitive regime there is, however, a strategic effect that
modifies the investment distortions. Investments will therefore tend to be less distorted
downwards for low-efficiency types and less distorted upwards for high-efficiency types in the
competitive regime. This is the opposite of what we had above, and we then also get a converse
result for the firm’s rents: they will in this case be higher in the competitive regime than in the
cooperative regime.

(iv) for symmetric countries and symmetric equilibria tax competition entails, relative to tax
coordination, lower investments for inefficient types and higher investments for efficient types
when5 and the outside owner share are both small. Converse results obtain when the outside
owner share is sufficiently large. The intuition for these results was essentially given in the three
previous paragraphs.

(v) A higher outside value is beneficial for the firm. The two taxing countries are negatively
affected(or possibly not affected) by such a higher value if they cooperate, but they may be
positively affected if they compete. The first two assertions are rather obvious. Under tax
cooperation the higher outside value will if anything induce a stricter set of participation
constraints, and therefore if anything a lower value for the optimization program. To understand
the last assertion, consider the case where the countries are symmetric, and where the outside
owner share as well as the cost of public funds are zero. Suppose also that the outside value is
such that the IR constraint is ’just binding’ at the top (so that2� j � 2� in the symmetric
equilibrium), and otherwise binding only for the least efficient type. Equilibrium investments are
then distorted downwards for (almost) all types (�$

�Kj
� 0, see ( ref: DEQ ) ). Note that the

associated total expected welfare (corresponding to a type2) now consists only of the production
surplus (the firm’s pre-tax profits):W1 � W2 � $�K1�2 ,K2�2 ,2 . This is so because the total



joint cost of leaving rents to the firm, i.e.,�1 � 5 " )1 " )1 =, is by assumption zero. Each
individual country considers those fifty percent of the rents that accrue to owners in the other
country as a loss, but those rents are of course not a loss for the two countries viewed together.

Now consider a small increase of the outside value, and suppose the IR constraints continue
to be binding only for the least efficient and the most efficient types. In order to accommodate
higher rents for the firm, investments must increase, at least for some types. For some functional
forms, including those considered in Section 5 below, investments will increase for all types in
such a case. Since the aggregate welfare effect of increased rents is zero, while the effect of
increased investments on the aggregate production surplus is positive (we had�$

�Kj
� 0 initially),

it follows that the total welfare effect associated with the higher outside value will be positive.
The two countries will thus in total benefit from the higher outside value offered to the firm in
this case.

Quadratic profit function and uniform
2 "distribution .

By assuming specific functions, explicit solutions may be derived. We solve for a case of
quadratic profit functions and a uniform distribution. footnote For$ � N1 � N2 " C, let

C�K  �
1
2 a�K1 � K2 2, with a � 0;

Nj�Kj ,2  � g � mj�Kj � h 2 � kKj "
1
2 qjKj

2, with mj ,k,qj � 0;
andF�2  � 2 for 2 � ¡0,1¢. With this parametrization the second-order partials are$12 � "a,
$ jj � "�qj � a , $ j2 � mj .

The full informationfirst-bestsolution is given by�$

�Ki
� 0, i.e.,

mj2 � k " �qj � a Kj " aKi � 0. This yields linear investment schedulesKjF�2  � KjF
U � 2 � LjF ,

with

KjF
U

�
mj�qi � a  " mia

�q1 � a �q2 � a  " a2 , LjF �
qik

�q1 � a �q2 � a  " a2 .   #   

We assume that both slopes are positive (KjF
U

� 0).

Second best ; cooperating principals
The first-order conditions ( ref: CO ) for the cooperative case take the form

mj2 � k " �qj � a Kj " aKi �
1�5")1")2

1�5 mj�2� " 2 . This also yields linear solutions
KjC�2  � KjC

U � 2 � LjC, and we find
KjC

U
� �1 � +C KjF

U , LjC � LjF " +C2�KjF
U , , +C �

1�5")1")2

1�5 .
Note that the first-best and second-best solutions coincide for2 � 2�. In order for the schedules
KjC�2  to be the true solution, they should satisfy all conditions in Proposition 1. The associated
rents are given by=�2  � ;

2

2
�$

�2
d2U � =�2 , where �$

�2
� % jmj�KjC�2  � h . SinceKjC�2  is

linear, we thus have (for2� � 1 and2 � 0)

=�2�  " =�2  � ;
2

2�
�$

�2
d2 � ! j�1

2 mj�LjC �
1
2 KjC

U
� h .Substituting forLjC andKjC

U we may then

write

=�2�  " =�2  � !
j�1

2

mj�LjF " +C2�KjF
U . � 1

2
�1 � +C KjF

U
� h  q U�2� ,   #   

whereU�2�  is defined by the identity. Note that this function, which captures the rent difference
between the most efficient and the least efficient type, is decreasing in2�, and so in particular
U�2�  � U�2 .

For the outside option we normalize the rent for the least efficient type ton�2  � 0. There are



three cases, corresponding to cases�a,b,c  i Proposition 1. Which case applies, depends on the
relative magnitudes of the outside profitn�2�  and the inside profitsU�2�  andU�2 . As a
consequence of Proposition 1 we may formulate the following result.

Corollary Let KjF
U ,LjF be given by( ref: KF ), and U�2� U  be defined by( ref: UD ),

for 2� U � ¡2,2�¢. For n�2  � 0, let 2� be defined by(a) 2� � 2� � 1 if n�2�  � U�2� , (b) U�2�  � n�2� 
if U�2�  � n�2�  � U�2 , (c) 2� � 2 � 0 if n�2�  � U�2 .
Let KjC�2  � LjC � KjC

U � 2 � LjF " +C2�KjF
U
� �1 � +C KjF

U � 2, and let=�2  be given by
=U�2  � ! j�1

2 mjKjC�2 , with =�2  � n�2  � 0 in cases�a,b  and=�2�  � n�2�  in cases�b,c .
Then, provided n�2  � =�2 , 2 � �2,2� , the investment schedules KjC�2 , j � 1,2,constitute the
cooperative solution.

Remark. Case (a) is the conventional one where the outside option is not much more
attractive for high-efficiency types than for low-efficiency types. The IR constraint is then
binding only for the least efficient type. In case (b), the IR constraints are binding for both the
least efficient and the most efficient type, and2� is determined byU�2�  � n�2� , i.e., by the
condition that=�2�  � n�2� ; see ( ref: UD ) and note that=�2  � n�2  � 0. In case (c) the outside
option is so attractive for the most efficient type that the IR constraints are binding only for this
type. In all cases it is presumed that the IR constraints for intermediate types are not binding.
This can be checked by computing=�2  and checkn�2  � =�2  ex post. A sufficient (but not
necessary) condition for this to be the case is thatn�2  is ’more convex’ than=�2 , i.e. that
nUU�2  � ! j�1

2 mjKjC
U .

Competing countries
The second-order conditions ( ref: CIC ) for common implementability take the form

miKi
U u aK1

U K2
U , i � 1,2 andK1

U K2
U �1 " ¡ a

m2
K1

U
�

a
m1

K2
U ¢  u 0. The following conditions are

therefore sufficient (and necessary, givenKj
U
� 0)

0 t a
mi

Kj
U t 1 j � 1,2 and a

m2
K1

U
�

a
m1

K2
U t 1.   #   

The equilibrium equations ( ref: DEQ ) take the form:

mj2 � k " �qj � a Kj " aKi �
1 � 5 " ) j

1 � 5
mj �

miaKi
U�2 

aKj
U�2  " mi

�2� j " 2 ,   #   

wherei, j � 1,2, i p j. We seek linear solutionsKj�2  � Lj � Kj
U2, j � 1,2. The six parameters

that characterize the solutions, i.e.,�Lj ,Kj
U,2� j , j � 1,2, must then satisfy

mj " �qj � a Kj
U " aKi

U
� "

1 � 5 " ) j

1 � 5
mj �

miaKi
U

aKj
U " mi

,   #   

k " �qj � a Lj " aLi �
1 � 5 " ) j

1 � 5
mj �

miaKi
U

aKj
U " mi

2� j ,   #   

wherei, j � 1,2, i p j. (The system thus consists of four equations.) Note from ( ref: E1 ) that the
slopes of the equilibrium schedules are independent of2� 1,2� 2, and therefore the same as in the
case of no outside option. An equilibrium as described in Proposition 3 must in addition satisfy

=�2�  � n�2�  and=�2  � n�2 , hence we must haven�2�  " n�2  � ;
2

2�
�$

�2
d2, i.e.,



n�2�  " n�2  � ;
2

2�

!
j�1

2

mj�Lj � Kj
U2 � h d2 � !

j�1

2

mj �Lj � h  � Kj
U 1
2

.   #   

We see that we have five equations and six unknowns. The following result is now a direct
corollary to Proposition 3.

Corollary If there are parameters�Lj ,Kj
U,2� j , j � 1,2, with 2� j � �2,2�  that satisfy

( ref: imp , ref: E1 , ref: E2 , ref: F1 ) and for which(i)

=�2  � ;
2

2
! j�1

2 mj�Lj � Kj
U2U � h d2U � n�2  satisfies=�2  � n�2  for all 2 � �2,2� , and(ii )

Gj�kj ,2,2� j  defined by( ref: GJ ) is quasiconcave in kj for all 2, then the investment profiles
Kj�2  � Lj � Kj

U2, j � 1,2constitute a common agency equilibrium.

Note that a sufficent (but by no means necessary) condition for=�2  � n�2 ,2 � �2,2� , is
that the outside value is ’strongly convex’;nUU�2  � =UU�2 , i.e.,nUU�2  � m1K1

U
� m2K2

U .
Whether an equilibrium of the form given in Corollary 6 exists, depends in part on whether

the equations ( ref: E1 ) for the slope parameters do have appropriate solutions. A result
concerning existence of such solutions was given in Olsen and Osmundsen (1998). To state that
result, defineQj �

mi
mj

�
qj
a � 1  �

$ i2

$ j2

$ jj

$12
, + j � 1 "

) j

1�5 , and note that the assumption that the

first-best investment schedules are increasing in the firm’s efficiency parameter amounts to
assumingQj � 1, j � 1,2. The following then holds.

Proposition (i) For Qj � 1, j � 1,2,equations( ref: E1 ) admit solutions Kj
U, j � 1,2 that

satisfy0 �
a
mi

Kj
U
� 1 if and only if+ j �

Qj"1
Qi"1 �Qi � + i , i, j � 1,2, i p j. Any such solution pair

(K1
U ,K2

U   is then unique and satisfiesam2
K1

U
�

a
m1

K2
U t 1, so the common-implementability

conditions hold. Moreover:
�Kj

U

�) j
� 0,

�Kj
U

�) i
� 0 and

�Kj
U

�5
� 0.

(ii ) For + j t Qj " 1, the function Gj�kj ,2,2� j  defined by( ref: GJ ) with
Kj�2  � Lj � Kj

U2, j � 1,2 is quasiconcave in kj for all 2,2� j � ¡2,2�¢.

Part (i) is taken from Olsen and Osmundsen (1998). A proof of part (ii) is given in the
appendix. The conditions on owner shares and technology (represented by+ j andQj) in (ii) are
stronger than those given in (i). footnote If technologies are symmetric, and hence
Q1 � Q2 �

q
a � 1, the conditions in (i) hold for any distribution of owner shares, while the

conditions in (ii) hold whenever
) j

1�5 u 1 " q
a . The latter always hold ifqa u 1, i.e. if $11

$12
u 2.

As discussed in the previous section, it is of interest to know if the equilibrium investments
for the common-agency game where the principals offer revelation mechanisms, are also
equilibrium investments for the game where the principals offer tax functions. The following
affirmative result is proved in the appendix. footnote 

Proposition Suppose Qj � 1 and+ j t
Qj"1
Qi"1 Qi , i, j � 1,2, i p j, and let Kj

U, j � 1,2be the

unique solutions to( ref: E1 ) that satisfy( ref: imp ). Suppose there are parameters
�Lj ,2� j , j � 1,2, with 2� j � �2,2�  that satisfy( ref: E2 , ref: F1 ) and for which

=�2  � ;
2

2
! j�1

2 mj�Lj � Kj
U2U � h d2U � n�2  satisfies=�2  � n�2  for all 2 � �2,2� . The

investment profiles Kj�2  � Lj � Kj
U2, j � 1,2are then the equilibrium outcome of the game

where the principals offer differentiable tax functions Rj�Kj , j � 1,2.The equilibrium tax
functions are given by(a) Rj

U�Kj  satisfies( ref: txic ) for Kj � ¡Kj�2 ,Kj�2� ¢, (b)
Rj

U�Kj  � Rj
U�Kj�2   for Kj t Kj�2 , (c) Rj

U�Kj  � Rj
U�Kj�2�   for Kj u Kj�2� , and(d)

$�K1�2 ,K2�2 ,2  "! j�1
2 Rj�Kj�2   � n�2 .

While the slopesKj
U of the equilibrium schedules are uniquely determined under the

conditions given in the last two propositions, we noted above that there are only five equations to



determine the six parameters that characterize the equilibrium schedules. This leaves one degree
of freedom, and we must therefore expect that these schedules are not uniquely determined. In
fact, suppose we have an equilibrium solution�Lj ,Kj

U,2� j , j � 1,2. According to ( ref: F1 ), the
solution must satisfym1L1 � m2L2 � M, whereM is a uniquely determined constant. We can
then construct a new solution by letting the new intercepts satisfy this relation, and solve for the
new2� j-parameters from ( ref: E2 ). (This is feasible, at least for small variations in the intercept
parameters.) This proves the first part of the following proposition.

Proposition Suppose the assumptions of Corollary5 and Proposition6 or 7 hold. Then, (i)
although the slopes Kj

U of the equilibrium schedules are unique, the other parameters�Lj ,2� j ,
and hence the equilibria, are generally not unique. All such equilibria do satisfy
m1L1 � m2L2 � const, where the constant is uniquely determined.
(ii ) Despite the non-uniqueness of equilibrium investments, equilibrium profits=�2  are
uniquely determined.

To verify part (ii), note that=U�2  �
�$

�2
� ! �Nj

�2
� !mj Lj � Kj

U2 � h . Since the last
sum is uniquely determined and=�2  is given, we se that=�2  is uniquely determined for all2, as
was to be shown. We next consider equilibrium tax revenues and welfare.

Proposition Suppose the assumptions of Corollary5 and Proposition6 or 7 hold. Then
neither total tax revenues nor total welfare are generally unique across all(linear) equilibria.
The equilibrium with the highest total expected revenue and total expected welfare is
characterized by( ref: F1 ) and

�Q1 " 1  a
m2

�L1 �
1
2 K1

U   " �Q2 " 1  a
m1

�L2 �
1
2 K2

U   �
k

m1
" k

m2
.

If the countries are fully symmetric, the symmetric equilibrium is thus the Pareto-preferred one.
If the countries are symmetric with respect to technologies, but one country, say country1 has
a larger owner share()1 � )2), the Pareto-preferred equilibrium has L1 � L2, K1

U
� K2

U , and
L1 �

1
2 K1

U
� L2 �

1
2 K1

U , thus K1�2  / K2�2  as2 . 1
2 .

Theproofof this proposition is given in the appendix. Note that the last statement in the
proposition implies that if the countries are technologically symmetric, but one country has a
larger owner share, then the Pareto-preferred equilibrium has higher investments in that country
for low-efficiency types, and higher investments in the other country for high-efficiency types.
The equilibrium schedules for the two countries cross each other at2 �

1
2 (the midpoint of the

type interval). Moreover, the investment level at the crossing point stays fixed as owner shares
vary; this follows from ( ref: F1 ). Hence, for fixed and symmetric technologies, as owner shares
vary, the two investment schedules in the Pareto preferred equilibrium rotate in opposite
directions around the fixed investment level corresponding to2 �

1
2 .

It is of interest to compare resource allocations under the cooperative and the
non-cooperative tax regimes. The next proposition contains comparative results for the fully
symmetric case. Its proof is given in the appendix.

Proposition In the quadratic-uniform case, for fully symmetric countries, and for a
sufficiently convex outside value function n�2 , there is a critical number' � 1, determined by
technology(' � 1/�1 �

q
4a  , q

a �
$11

$12
" 1), such that for )1�)2

1�5 � ' we have: The firm’s
profits are for all types2 � �2,2�  lower when the countries compete than when they cooperate.
Hence, the IR constraint for type2� is either(i) binding in both regimes, (ii ) binding only in the
competitive regime, or (iii ) non-binding for both regimes. Investments are in case(iii ) lower for
all types(but type2�) under competition compared to cooperation. In cases(i) and(ii ),
investments under competition are(in the symmetric equilibrium) lower for inefficient types
(all 2 � 2, some2 � 2�) and higher for efficient types(2 � 2) compared to investments under
cooperation.
For )1�)2

1�5 � ' the converse conclusions hold. footnote 



The proposition confirms the intuition that the firm’s profits are lower (higher) in the
competitive regime when the ’inside’ owner share)1 � )2 is large (small). Figure 1 illustrates
the investment comparisons for the case of ’large’)1 � )2. The conditions in the proposition can
also be related to the ease with which capital can be substituted between the two countries. The
elasticity of substitution betweenK1 andK2 for the firm’s symmetric pre-tax profit function
$�K1,K2,2 , evaluated at the pointK1 � K2 �

1
2 KF�2 , whereKF�2  is the first-best investment

in each country, is@ �
2a
q � 1. footnote In view of this, the last proposition says that the firm’s

rents are lower under competition compared to cooperation if and only if the elasticity of
substitution is sufficiently small (@ �

2a
q � 1 �

1�5") i

1�5"2) i
). Thus, it is when substitution is difficult

( a
q small) that the firm is worse off when the countries compete compared to when they

cooperate.
We finally consider comparative statics effects of variations in the outside value for the firm.

This analysis is complicated by the fact that the equilibrium in principle depends on the whole
profile of outside values (over all types), and hence that the exercise in general should involve
comparisons of all such profiles. We limit ourselves to profiles that generate the type of
equilibrium studied above, i.e. where the participation constraints are binding only for the most
effcient and least efficient types. Among other things we will show that ifn1�2  andn2�2  are
two such profiles, andn1�2  u n2�2 , then under competition it may be the case that the higher
profile n1�2  yields a greater social surplus than the lower profilen2�2 . Hence all parties may
gain when the firm’s outside option becomes more favorable! This willnot occur when the
countries cooperate, since the higher profile implies a striciter set of participation constraints and
therefore if anything a lower total surplus.

All else equal (technology, owner shares etc.) an equilibrium of the form studied in this
paper is determined by the outside option values for the most efficient and the least efficent types
of the firm, or more precisely by the differencen�2�  " n�2 . (See Corollary 5) This single
number, which we will denote by1, determines how the equilibrium depends on the outside
value profile. Normalizingn�2  � 0, we have1 � n�2� . Such an equilibrium is only feasible for
1 in some range�11,12 . The lower bound11 of this range is the rent that would accrue to the
best type in the conventional case with type-independent reservation profit. This corresponds to
the case2� 1 � 2� 2 � 2� in our model. The upper bound12 is the profit that would accrue to the best
type if on the other hand2� 1 � 2� 2 � 2.

For1 in this range, the firm’s equilibrium profit is unique and given by a convex function
=�2;1 . Here1 is used as an indexing parameter; we have=�2�;1  � 1. Note that any outside
value profile that satisfiesn�2  � =�2;1  � 0, n�2�  � =�2�;1  � 1, andn�2  t =�2;1 , will
generate such an equilibrium. LetN�1  denote the family of all such profiles. Formally

Definition . For 1 in �11,12 , let N�1  be the family of all outside value profiles that satisfy
n�2  � 0, n�2�  � 1 and n�2  t =�2;1 , where=�2;1  is (uniquely) given by
=�2;1  � ;

2

2
�$

�2
�K1�2U ,K2�2U ,2U d2U, =�2�;1  � 1, and Kj�2  � Lj � Kj

U2, j � 1,2.satisfy

( ref: imp ), ( ref: E1 ) and( ref: E2 ) with 2� j � �2,2� , j � 1,2.
We will study how the equilibrium outcome associated with an outside value profile in the

family N�1  varies when1 varies on the interval�11,12 . Each profile inN�1  yields equilibrium
profits=�2;1 , and this function is increasing in1. A more favorable outside option, in the sense
of one that yields an outside value that is higher for the best type (1) and that belongs to the
corresponding familyN�1 , will thus lead to equilibrium profits that are more favorable for every
type of firm.

Proposition Consider the case of fully symmetric countries(including)1 � )2). There is
number' � 1, determined by technology(' � 1/�1 �

q
4a  ), such that for )1�)2

1�5 � '

(respectively)1�)2

1�5 � ') we have: For the family N�1  it is the case that, as1 (the outside
value for the best type) increases on�11,12 , the total value E�W1 � W2  associated with the
symmetric non-cooperative equilibrium first increases and then decreases(respectively
decreases over the whole interval). In any case, every type of firm benefits as1 increases.



A proof is given in the appendix. The proposition shows that the total surplus under
competition is either (i) first increasing and then decreasing, or (ii) monotone decreasing in the
firm’s outside value index1. More favorable outside opportunities for the firm will thus in some
cases improve the social surplus, although only up to some point. Note also that the condition
that defines case (i) ()1�)2

1�5 � '), is the same condition that makes the competitive tax regime
less attractive for the firm than the cooperative regime. Since the surplus under cooperation will
if anything decline as1 increases, we see that the relative performance of the competitive regime
will in this case improve as the firm’s outside opportunities become better. The total benefits of
cooperation may thus well be smaller when the MNE has attractive outside opportunities (e.g. in
third-country tax havens) than the benefits that can be obtained when the MNE has no such
opportunities at all.

Conclusion
In the short run, the effective tax rates imposed on national firms may be higher than in

neighbouring countries. There may be several reasons for this. First, investments may be subject
to mobility costs, i.e., existing investments may be partly irreversible (locked-in). Second,
predominantly national firms may have relatively low profitability abroad, e.g., due to lack of
international business experience. To attract new investments, however, national tax rates will
have to be competitive. Due to superior infrastructure, the EU-countries may attract investments
at higher effective tax rates than tax havens or low cost countries. Still, for many industries
outside options impose an upper limit to EU corporate tax rates.

We analyse a case where an MNE allocates investments between two countries (the home
region), while also having an outside investment option. The two counrties in the home region
competes to attract the firm’s investments and to tax the firm. The firm has private information
about its efficiency and the net operating profits in the two countries, and about the value of the
outside investment option. To reduce its tax burden, the MNE has an incentive to report a low
productivity in the home region, thus understating the tax base. At the same time it would like to
induce the governments in the home region to reduce its taxes by implicitly threatening to move
all or parts of its activity to another economic region. Thus the firm has an incentive to overstate
its productivity on outside investments, i.e., it would like to exaggerate the value of its outside
option (which may be a proxy for its international mobility). However, the productivity in the
home region and the foreign region are likely to be correlated. Thus, the MNE faces
countervailing incentives: it cannot at the same time claim to be efficient and inefficient.

The equilibrium investment schedules of the game are non-unique. Contrary to the
cooperative case, the non-cooperative case leaves one degree of freedom for the equilibrium
solution. This also applies when the countries are symmetrical in all respects, i.e., there are
non-symmetric investment equilibria when the countries are symmetric. The Pareto-preferred
equilibrium, however, is shown to be unique and symmetric. In the symmetric equilibrium there
is significant underinvestments (relative to the first best) for firms with low efficiency. If the
participation constraint is binding for the most efficient type, there is overinvestment for the
more efficient types. Tax competition may increase or decrease the firm’s rents, relative to tax
coordination. A higher value of the outside option is beneficial for the firm, and detrimental to
the governments if they cooperate. However, the countries may be positively affected by a higher
outside option if they compete.

Our focus is taxation of internationally mobile firms, where mobility and asymmetric
information poses serious challenges to the tax authorities. Hence, similar to other papers in this
field footnote , our analytical focus is on source taxes, i.e., corporate income taxes and
withholding taxes, or a two-level tax system with full imputation. Thus, the taxes in the primal
formulation of the problem,r1 andr2 in Eq. (2), are source taxes. footnote However, as a means
for implementing the optimal investment allocation, both source taxes and residence taxes may
be applied. Note, though, that our approach is partial, i.e., we do not account for issues of equity
which are essential to personal income tax design.



The two countries compete to attract the investments of an MNE. The tax literature normally
assumes that any one firm is too small to affect tax policy in a jurisdiction. We assume that the
MNE is a large and unique firm, or that the jurisdictions are small, so that the potential tax
revenues from the firm is non-negligible relative to the corporate tax bases of the two
jurisdictions. An alternative interpretation is that the tax subject in the model is a mobile
industry.

The tax schedules we derive for the two countries are non-linear functions of investment
levels. As shown by Laffont and Tirole (1986, 1993), such non-linear tax schedules can
alternatively be implemented by a menu of linear tax contracts, generated by investment fees and
lump sum taxes. Furthermore, as shown by Osmundsen et al. (1998) the optimal tax contract can
be given an alternative design that is more similar to actual tax regimes, in the sense that it
reflects more accurately the type of information usually available and the type of instruments
governments actually use. Most countries tax firms by means of a corporate income tax system.
The corporate income tax base is often a non-linear function of the firm’s investments, due to
non-linear deductible capital allowances and possibly a tax-exempt income. Osmundsen et al.
show (for the single country case) that an optimal investment solution with information-induced
distortions can be implemented within a corporate income tax system, by offering the firm tax
base adjustments in the form of a capital allowance as a function of the firm’s investments, and
in addition a tax exempt income. footnote Information-induced investment distortions are
implemented by designing capital allowances that deviate from true economic depreciation and
the financial opportunity cost of the invested capital.

The model is somewhat related to the policy discussion about whether countries should
encourage national firms to invest abroad, or whether they should induce them to stay at home.
This question could be addressed by an interesting extension of the model; by endogenising the
outside option. It could also be interesting to examine dynamic aspects of the model. For
example, analogous to the assumptions made in a single-principal model of Osmundsen (1997),
we may assume that the efficiency of operations in the foreign region is determined by a
learning-by-doing process, in which case the second-period productivity in foreign operations is
a function of foreign investments in the first period. In designing first-period incentives for the
firm, the governments in the home region would have to take into account how these incentives
will affect the outside options - and thereby the bargaining position of the governments - in the
second period.

We have assumed that the firm has private information about its operating profits and about
its efficiency level. The investment levels are assumed to be subject to symmetric information.
Observability of investments may be a reasonable description for physical capital, but not to the
same extent for intangible assets. The latter may be important for MNEs, since they typically
have high levels of R&D relative to sales. footnote Also, we assume that the MNE’s efficiency
levels are perfectly correlated in the countries of operation. Uncorrelated efficiency parameters,
however, may be relevant if firms invest in different countries to diversify portfolios. footnote 
Asymmetric information about investment levels, or uncorrelated information parameters, may
represent interesting extensions of the present model. However, each of these extensions would
imply a multidimensional screening problem (i.e., a challenge for the government to reveal a
vector of parameters subject to private information), which is not yet fully solved, not even in a
single-principal setting; see Rochet and Chone (1998).

 appendix 

Appendix

Simultaneous investments in all regions.
Consider the case where the MNE may operate also in the ’outside’ country. The tax

autorities in this country are assumed to be passive. We can then interpret the pre-tax return



function$�K1,K2,2  in ( ref: P ) as a ’reduced form’ profit function that is the relevant one for
the firm’s operations in countries 1 and 2. To see this, let pre-tax profits for the firm when it is
active in all three countries be given by$ �K1,K2,K3,2 . For any given investmentsK1,K2 in the
two ’inside’ countries, the firm will choose its investments in the outside country so as to
maximize$ �K1,K2,K3,2 . We can then simply let$�K1,K2,2  be defined as the maximum
value function;$�K1,K2,2  � maxK3 $

 �K1,K2,K3,2 . Under reasonable assumptions regarding
$ �K1,K2,K3,2 , the indirect or reduced form function$�K1,K2,2  will have the properties
assumed in the main text.

The outside value is obtained when the firm completely withdraws from countries 1 and 2.
We assume that the firm in that case is able to use an alternative technology that yields profits
given by some function$� �K3,2 . For example, the firm may be able to better exploit economies
of scale or scope. The outside value is thenn�2  � maxK3 $

� �K3,2 , and under reasonable
conditions the outside value will be increasing and convex in2. For the kind of equilibria we
consider in this paper (where participation constraints are binding only for the least efficient and
the most efficient types), the outside value should be ’sufficiently convex’. For example, as one
of a set of sufficient conditions we may assume the outside value to be more convex than the
inside rent, i.e.nUU�2  � =UU�2 . The inside profit (rent) function will by incentive compatibility
–under cooperation as well as non-cooperation–satisfy=U�2  �

�$

�2
�K1�2 ,K2�2 ,2 , see

( ref: IC ), whereK1�2 ,K2�2  are the equilibrium ’inside’ investments. SinceK1�2 ,K2�2  and
therefore=�2  and its curvature are determined by the properties of the function$ � , while n�2 
and its curvature are determined by the (different) function$� � , there are clearly constellations
of these functions that maken�2  more convex than=�2 .

Proof of Proposition 1:
Taking account of ( ref: IC ), use integration by parts to write the expected welfare

E�W1 � W2  as

�1 � 5  ;
2

2�

$�K 1�2 ,K 2�2 ,2  " �1 " )1 � )2

1 � 5
  �$
�2

K 1�2 ,K 2�2 ,2
F�2�  " F�2 

f�2 
dF�2 

" �1 � 5 " )1 " )2  = �2 F�2�  � = �2�  1 " F�2�  ,

whereK 1�2 ,K 2�2 ,= �2  is any incentive compatible investment-profits combination. Conditions
�a,b,c  guarantee that the last term is minimal for= � = for each possible value of2�. The
definition ofK1�2 ,K2�2  guarantees that the first term (the integral) is maximal. Since all IC
and IR constraints are fulfilled, this solution must be optimal.

To prove the statement regarding tax revenues, note that by incentive compatibility we have
%r j

U�2  � %
�$

�Kj
Kj

U�2 . From ( ref: CO )we see that the last sum has the same sign as2� " 2. This

proves the statement.

Proof of Lemma:
Suppose principali offers the mechanismKi�2 ,r i�2 . Then by assumptionKj�2 ,r j�2  is a

feasible (incentive compatible and individually rational) mechanism for principalj. We need to
show that it is also optimal for principalj. Let K j�2 ,r j�2  be any incentive compatible and
individually rational mechanism, and define= �2� j ,2� i ,2  q $ K j�2� j ,Ki�2� i ,2 " r j�2� j  " r i�2� i .
Then, for every2 there is2 i � 2 i�2  such that= �2,2 i ,2  u = �2� j ,2 i

U,2  for all feasible reports
2� j ,2 i

U, and moreover= �2,2 i ,2  u n�2 . It follows that2 i�2  � 2� i�K j�2 ,2 , where2� i�  is the best
response defined in the lemma, and that the agent’s maximal profit= �2  � = �2,2 i�2 ,2  satisfies

= U�2  �
�$
�2

�K j�2 ,Ki�2� i�K j�2 ,2 ,2    #   

After an integration by parts, principalj’s payoff can then be written as



EWj � ;
2

2�

�1 � 5  $�K j�2 ,Ki�2� i�K j�2 ,2  ,2  " r i�2� i�K j�2 ,2  

" �1 � 5 " ) j 
�$
�2

�K j�2 ,Ki�2� i�K j�2 ,2  ,2 
F�2� j  " F�2 

f�2 
dF�2 

" �1 � 5 " ) j  = �2�  1 " F�2� j  � = �2 F�2� j  .

Note that (by CIC) we have$�Kj�2 ,Ki�2� i ,2  " r i�2� i  t $�Kj�2 ,Ki�2 ,2  " r i�2 , so we may
write

$�K j ,Ki�2� i ,2  " r i�2� i  t $�K j ,Ki�2� i ,2  " $�Kj�2 ,Ki�2� i ,2 

� $�Kj�2 ,Ki�2 ,2  " r i�2 

From the assumption (regardingGj) in the lemma, we then see that the integrand is maximal for
K j�2  � Kj�2 . Moreover, the rents in the last term ofEWj are minimal forK j�2  � Kj�2 , and
all IR conditions are satisfied. This shows thatKj�2  is an optimal response for principalj. QED.

Proof of formula ( ref: DK ):
The FOC for2� i is �$

�Ki
Kj ,Ki�2� i ,2 Ki

U�2� i  � r i
U�2� i . From CIC we have

r i
U�2  �

�$

�Ki
�Kj�2 ,Ki�2 ,2 Ki

U�2  for all 2, and hence, whenKi
U p 0;

�$

�Ki
Kj ,Ki�2� i ,2 �

�$

�Ki
Kj�2� i ,Ki�2� i ,2� i , where2� i � 2� i�Kj ,2 . Differentiating this relation

w.r.t. Kj , and evaluating the result atKj � Kj�2  and (by CIC)2� i � 2, we obtain the formula
( ref: DK ). QED.

Proof of Proposition 6 (ii ).
Consider first the firm’s response2� i�kj ,2  as defined in the lemma. Letkj�2  andk� j�2  be

defined by �$

�Ki
k� j�2 ,Ki�2 ,2 �

�$

�Ki
�Kj�2 ,Ki�2 ,2  and

�$

�Ki
�kj�2 ,Ki�2� ,2  �

�$

�Ki
�Kj�2� ,Ki�2� ,2� , respectively. Usingr i

U�2  �
�$

�Ki
�Kj�2 ,Ki�2 ,2 Ki

U in

conjunction with ( ref: imp ), we find that the firm’s best report2� i is given by
2� i � 2 if kj u k� j�2  � Kj�2  �

mi
a �2 " 2 

2� i � 2� if kj t kj�2  � Kj�2�  �
mi
a �2 " 2� 

2� i � 2 " a
mi

�kj " Kj�2� i  , i.e. by �$

�Ki
�kj ,Ki�2� i ,2  �

�$

�Ki
�Kj�2� i ,Ki�2� i ,2� i  o.w.

Note that ( ref: imp ) implieskj�2  t Kj�2  t k� j�2 , and that2� i � 2 if and only if kj � Kj�2 .

Note also that forKi�2� i�kj ,2   we have, in accordance with ( ref: DK )�Ki

�kj
�

"aKi
U

mi"aKj
U
�

$12Ki
U

$ i2�$12Kj
U

for kj�2  � kj � k� j�2 .
Consider nextGj� , and letkj�2  � kj � k� j�2 . We have then (due to the optimality condition

for 2� i�kj ,2 )
�Gj

�kj
�kj ,2;2� j  �

�$

�Kj
�kj ,Ki�2� i�kj ,2  ,2  "

1�5") j

1�5 � �2
$

�2�kj
�

�2
$

�2�Ki

�Ki

�kj
 

F�2� j "F�2 

f�2 

and hence
�2Gj

�kj
2 �

�2
$

�Kj
2 �

�2
$

�Kj�Ki

�Ki

�kj
� "�qj � a  " a

"aKi
U

mi"aKj
U
t "�qj � a  � a � 0,

where the first inequality follows from the implementability conditions ( ref: imp ): we have
mi " aKj

U u aKi
U. HenceGj�  is strictly concave inkj on this interval, and has a uniqe local

maximum there.
Consider nextkj � k� j�2 . Here2� i�kj ,2  � 2, and so (since�Ki

�kj
� 0 here)

�Gj

�kj
�kj ,2;2� j  �

�$

�Kj
�kj ,Ki�2 ,2  "

1�5") j

1�5
�2

$

�2�Kj

F�2� j "F�2 

f�2 
t

�Gj

�kj
�k� j�2 �,2;2� j 

wherek� j�2 � denotes a limit from above, and the inequality follows from
�Gj

�kj
being decreasing



in kj . The expression on the right hand side is non-increasing in2: its derivative wrt2 is
�2

$

�Kj
2 k� j

U
�

�2
$

�2�Kj
�1 � + j  � "�qj � a  mi

a � mj�1 � + j , which is nonpositive by the assumption

+ j � 1 t Qj . Hence we have (explanations to follow)
�Gj

�kj
�k� j�2 �,2;2� j  t

�Gj

�kj
�k� j�2 �,2;2� j  �

�$

�Kj
�Kj�2 ,Ki�2 ;2  " + j

�2
$

�2�Kj
�2� j " 2  t 0,

where the equality follows fromk� j�2  � Kj�2 , and the inequality follows from ( ref: DEQ ,
 ref: DE1 ). This shows that

�Gj

�kj
t 0 for kj � k� j�2 .

Consider finallykj t kj�2 . Here2� i�kj ,2  � 2�, and by similar arguments we find
�Gj

�kj
�kj ,2;2� j  u

�Gj

�kj
�kj�2� 

",2�;2� j  �
�$

�Kj
�Kj�2� ,Ki�2� ,2�  " + j

�2
$

�2�Kj
�2� j " 2�  u 0.

This allows us to conclude thatGj�  is quasiconcave inkj and has a unique interior maximum.

Proof of Proposition 7
To simplify notation, letKj � Kj�2  andK� j � Kj�2� . Let

=a�K1,K2,2  � $�K1,K2,2  " R1�K1  " R2�K2  denote the after tax profit for the given tax
functions. The marginal net profit in countryi, given investmentsKj in the other country, is then
�=a

�Ki
�

�$

�Ki
�Ki ,Kj ,2  " �$

�Ki
�Ki ,Kj�2 i�Ki  ,2 i�Ki   if Ki t Ki t K� i , and

�=a

�Ki
�

�$

�Ki
�Ki ,Kj ,2  " c otherwise, wherec �

�$

�Ki
�Ki ,Kj ,2  if K1 � Ki , andc �

�$

�Ki
�K� i ,K� j ,2� 

if Ki � K� i . Note that �=
a

�Ki
is continuous in both variables. We first show that the given tax

functions implementK1�2 ,K2�2 .
The second-order derivatives are= ii

a
� $ ii and= ij

a
� $12 if Ki � Ki or Ki � K� i ; and

= ii
a
� "$12

Kj
U

Ki
U
" $2i

1
Ki

U
and= ij

a
� $12 if Ki � Ki � K� i . The strict versions of the

implementability conditions ( ref: imp ), and the assumptionsQj � 1 imply that=a�  is strictly
concave. In particular, computingH � =11

a =22
a " �=12

a  2 for K1 � �K1,K� 1  andK2 � �K2,K� 2 , we
find H � �a

K2
U

K1
U
"

m1

K1
U
 �a

K1
U

K2
U
"

m2

K2
U
  " a2

�
m1m2

K1
U K2

U
�1 " a

m1
K2

U " a
m2

K1
U   � 0. Similar computations

show thatH � 0 for all K1,K2. Since�K1,K2  � �K1�2 ,K2�2   satisfies the first-order condition
for type2, this investment combination is the optimal one for this type of firm.

To prove that the tax functions constitute an equilibrium, suppose countryi offers the
scheduleRi�Ki . The revelation principle holds for principalj’s problem. LetK j�2 ,r j�2  be any
incentive compatible and individually rational mechanism, and define
= �2� j ,Ki ,2  � $�K j�2� j ,Ki ,2  " r j�2� j  " Ri�Ki . Then, for every2 there isK i � K i�2  such that
(IC) = �2,K i ,2  u = �2� j ,Ki ,2  for all 2� j ,Ki , and (IR)= �2,K i ,2  u n�2  hold.

Define$ �kj ,2  � maxKi ¡$�Ki ,kj ,2  " Ri�Ki ¢, and letK� i�kj ,2  be the maximizer, which, by
strict concavity of the objective, is unique. It follows from (IC) thatK i�2  � K� i�K j�2 ,2 , and
that the agent’s maximal profit can be written as= �2  q = �2,K i�2 ,2  � $ �K j�2 ,2  " r j�2 .
Moreover, by (IC) we also have= U�2  �

�$

�2
�K j�2 ,K� i�K j�2 ,2 ,2 . After an integration by parts,

principal j’s payoff can then be written as

EWj � �1 � 5  ;
2

2�

W j�K j�2 ,2,2� j f�2 d2 " �1 � 5 " ) j £= �2� ¡1 " F�2� j ¢ � = �2 F�2� j ¤

where

W j�kj ,2,2� j  � $ �kj ,2  " + j
�$

�2
�kj ,K� i�kj ,2 ,2 

F�2� j "F�2 

f�2 

We next show thatW j�kj ,2,2� j  t W j�Kj�2 ,2,2� j  for all kj u 0. ProvidedKj�2  is implementable
and yields minimal rents to types2� and2, it is then clearly optimal.

To consider implementability, letr j�2  � Rj�Kj�2  . SinceK1�2 ,K1�2  is optimal for firm2

for the given tax functions, we have
=�2  q $�Kj�2 ,Ki�2 ,2  " Rj�Kj�2   " Ri�Ki�2   u $�kj ,ki ,2  " Rj�kj  " Ri�ki  for all kj ,ki ,
and=�2  u n�2  with equality for2 � 2� and2 � 2. HenceKj�2  is implementable and it does
yield minimal rents to types2� and2.

Consider thenW j�kj ,2,2� j . Using the uniform distribution on�0,1  and differentiating with
respect tokj we get



�W j

�kj
�

�$

�Kj
�K� i ,kj ,2  " + j�$ i2

�K� i

�kj
� $ j2 �2� j " 2 

Definingkj�2  andk� j�2  as in the proof of Proposition 6 (i.e. by�$
�Ki

�K� i ,kj�2 ,2  �
�$

�Ki
�K� i ,K� j ,2� 

and by �$

�Ki
�Ki ,k� j�2 ,2  �

�$

�Ki
�Ki ,Kj ,2 ) we find thatK� i � Ki whenkj � kj�2 , K� i � K� i when

kj � k� j�2 , andKi � K� i � K� i otherwise. From the first-order condition�$
�Ki

�K� i ,kj ,2  � Ri
U�K� i 

we then find
�K� i

�kj
� "

$12

$ ii
� " a

qi�a for kj � kj�2  or kj � k� j�2 ,
�K� i

�kj
�

$12Ki
U

$12Kj
U
�$2i

�
aKi

U

aKj
U"mi

for kj � �kj�2 ,k� j�2  .

The implementability conditions ( ref: imp ) andQj � 1 imply �K� i

�kj
� "

mj
mi

� "
$ j2

$ i2
. This

implies
�2W j

�kj
2 � 0, since

�2W j

�kj
2 � $12

�K� i

�kj
� $ jj � "a �K� i

�kj
" �qj � a  � "a� �K� i

�kj
�

mj
mi

Qj  � 0. Thus
�W j

�kj
is decreasing over those intervals where it is continuous, but note that it has discontinuities

at kj � kj�2  and atkj � k� j�2 , since �K� i

�kj
is discontinuous at those points.

Consider firstkj � kj�2 . We have then (explanations to follow
�W j

�kj
�kj ,2,2� j  �

�W j

�kj
�kj�2 

",2,2� j  u
�W j

�kj
�kj�2� 

",2�,2� j 

�
�$

�Kj
�K� i ,K� j ,2�  " + j�$ i2

"a
qi�a � $ j2 �2� j " 2� 

� + j$ i2�
aKi

U

aKj
U"mi

" "a
qi�a  �2� j " 2�  u 0

wherekj�2 
" indicates a limit from below. The last equality follows from the equilibrium

condition ( ref: DEQ / ref: DE1 ), and the last inequality from
aKi

U

aKj
U"mi

" "a
qi�a �

a
qi�a

1
mi"aKj

U
¡mi " aKj

U " �qi � a Ki
U¢ � 0 by ( ref: imp , ref: E1 ). The first

inequality above follows from
�2W j

�kj
2 � 0, and the second from the expression being decreasing in

2: we have
�W j

�kj
�kj�2 

",2,2� j  �
�$

�Kj
�K� i ,kj�2 ,2  " + j�$ i2

"a
qi�a � $ j2 �2� j " 2 , and hence

d
d2

�W j

�kj
�kj�2 

",2,2� j  � $ jj kj
U
� $ j2 � + j�$ i2

"a
qi�a � $ j2 . Substituting forkj

U
�

$ i2

"$12
�

mi
a , the

last expression can be written as"
mj

Qi
¡Qi�Qj " 1  " + j�Qi " 1 ¢ t 0 from the assumption stated

in the proposition. This establishes that
�W j

�kj
u 0 for kj � kj�2 .

Consider nextkj � k� j�2 . We have then, by parallell arguments;
�W j

�kj
�kj ,2,2� j  �

�W j

�kj
�k� j�2 �,2,2� j  t

�W j

�kj
�k� j�2 �,2,2� j 

�
�$

�Kj
�Ki ,Kj ,2  " + j�$ i2

"a
qi�a � $ j2 �2� j " 2  t 0.

Consider finallykj � ¡kj�2 ,k� j�2 ¢. SinceW j�kj ,2,2� j  is strictly concave inkj on this interval,
and the first-order condition is satisfied forKj�2  � ¡kj�2 ,k� j�2 ¢, this investment level does then
maximize the function.

Finally, since we have shown that the tax scheduleRj�Kj  implementsKj�2  when countryi
offers the scheduleRi�Ki , it follows thatRj�Kj  is a best response toRi�Ki . This completes the
proof.

Proof of Proposition 9
Total welfare isW1 � W2 � �1 � 5 %r j�2  � %) j=�2 . Since rents=�2  are constant across the

relevant equilibria, total welfare will vary in the same manner as total revenue varies. Incentive
compatibility impliesr j

U�2  �
�$

�Kj
Kj

U�2 . From the equilibrium conditions ( ref: DEQ , ref: DE1 )

we have �$

�Kj
� � jmj�2� j " 2 , where� j q

1�5") j

1�5 1 �

a
mj

Ki
U

a
mi

Kj
U"1

. Then using ( ref: E2 ) to

substitute for� jmj2� j , we obtain
r1
U �2  � r2

U �2  � ! j�k " �qj � a Lj " aLi  Kj
U " 2! j

� jmjKj
U.

We may write



! j�"�qj � a Lj " aLi  Kj
U
� �"�q1 � a L1 " aL2 K1

U
� �"�q2 � a L2 " aL1 K2

U

� L1�"�q1 � a K1
U " aK2

U   � L2�"�q2 � a K2
U " aK1

U   � ! j Lj�"mj " � jmj ,

where the last equality follows from ( ref: E1 ). Hence we have
r1
U �2  � r2

U �2  � !kKj
U "!mjLj "!� jmjLj " 2!� jmjKj

U.
All terms except!� jmjLj are uniquely determined. Integrating twice we may write the
expected revenue as

E�r1�2  � r2�2   � C1 "
1
2 !� jmjLj � r1�2  � r2�2 ,

whereC1 is uniquely determined. SinceKj�2  � Lj we haver1�2  � r2�2  � $�L1,L2,2  " n�2 .
By substitution, and by collecting terms that are uniquely determined, we can then write

E�r1�2  � r2�2   � C3 "
1
2 !� jmjLj � k!Lj "

1
2 !qjLj

2 " 1
2 a�L1 � L2 2

This is to be maximized, subject to!mjLj � M (a constant). The first-order conditions are
" 1

2 � jmj � k " qjLj " a�L1 � L2  � 6mj , where6 is a Lagrangian multiplier. This yields
" 1

2 �1 �
k

m1
" a

m2
Q1L1 "

a
m1

L2 � " 1
2 �2 �

k
m2

" a
m1

Q2L2 "
a

m2
L1,

whereQj �
mi
mj

�
qj
a � 1 . From equations ( ref: E1 ) we see that we may write

1 " Qj
a
mi

Kj
U " a

mj
Ki

U
� "� j . Substituting for� j in the equation above yields the formula given in

the proposition.
When the countries have symmetric technologies, we haveQ1 � Q2, m1 � m2 and hence

L1 �
1
2 K1

U
� L2 �

1
2 K2

U . Equal owner shares yieldsK1
U
� K2

U , while K1
U
� K2

U when)1 � )2, see
Proposition 6. This completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 10.
In the fully symmetric case one can easily solve for and compare the slope parameters of the

investment schedules for the cooperative and the competitive regime, respectively. One finds that
(see Olsen and Osmundsen 1998 for details)

KjC
U � Kj

U iff 1�5
)1�)2

� '
"1

�
q
4a � 1.

Consider the case1�5
)1�)2

� '
"1. The investment schedule is then steeper in the competitive

regime (KjC
U

� Kj
U). If the outside value function is type-independent (the conventional case), then

for both regimes the IR constraints are binding only for the low type2, and there is ’no distortion
at the top’ (2� � 2� j � 2� in our notation). Hence we haveKjC�2  � Kj�2  for all types but type2�.
(The cooperative schedule is flatter, and investment levels are equal for2 � 2�.) It follows that
investments are lower under competition, and hence that rents are lower in that regime too
(Olsen and Osmundsen 1998). Let=� C and=� denote the rents accruing to type2� in this case,
under cooperation and competition, respectively. We have=� � =� C. The least efficient type
obtains rentsn�2  in both regimes. In the following we fixn�2  and consider various forms that
n�2  may take for2 � 2.

The IR constraints will continue to bind only for the least efficient type in both regimes as
long as the outside valuen�2  is sufficiently convex andn�2�  � =� . Investments and rents are then
in both regimes the same as when the outside value is type-independent. This covers case (iii) in
the proposition.

Consider next=� � n�2�  � =� C. Assumingn�2  is sufficiently convex, the IR constraints for
the cooperative case will not be affected, while those for the competitive case will be affected in
such a way that the IR constraint now becomes binding for type2� in addition to type2. In the
competitive symmetric equilibrium we then have2� j � 2� and thus overinvestments compared to
the first-best for2 � 2� j . Since cooperative investments are the same as in the conventional case
considered above (IR constraints binding only for the low-efficiency type), and thus exhibit
underinvestment relative to the first-best, they must also exhibit underinvestment relative to
competitive investments (KjC�2  � Kj�2 ) for 2 � 2, for some2 � 2� j . We cannot have
underinvestment for all types, since that would imply uniformly lower rents in the cooperative
regime, and we have assumed=�2�  � n�2�  � =C�2� . Hence we haveKjC�2  � Kj�2  for
low-efficiency types (2 � 2). This covers case (ii) in the proposition as far as investments are
concerned.



To see that rents are for (almost) all types higher in the cooperative regime in this case, note
that we have=C�2  � =�2 , =C

U �2  � =U�2  for 2 � 2, and=C�2�  � =�2� . Since both functions are
quadratic (and therefore cannot cross more than twice), it follows that=C�2  � =�2  for all
2 � 2. This proves the statements regarding case (ii).

Finally consider an outside valuen�2  wheren�2�  � =� C � =� . Again, given thatn�2  is
sufficiently convex, the IR constraints will be binding for types2� and2 under both regimes, so
we have=C�2  � =�2  � n�2  for 2 � 2,2�. It follows that the investment schedulesKjC�2  and
Kj�2  must cross (once). Otherwise the highest schedule would generate higher rents for all types
2 � 2, and this would violate=C�2�  � =�2� . SinceKj�2  is steepest, it must be belowKjC�2  for
low-efficiency types, and this implies=C

U �2  � =U�2  for these types. This in turn yields
=C�2  � =�2  for all 2 in �2,2� . The statements regarding case (i) are thereby proved.

This completes the proof for the parameter configuration1�5
)1�)2

� '
"1. The complementary

case can be handled similarly. QED.

Proof of Proposition 11.
Since the countries are symmetric with respect to technologies and owner shares, equations

( ref: E1 ) admit unique solutionsKj
U, with K1

U
� K2

U . For every1 in �11,12 , and every outside
value function in the familiyN�1 , there is a unique symmetric equilibrium of the form given in
Corollary 5, with parametersL1 � L2 and2� 1 � 2� 2 � �2,2� . From ( ref: E2 , ref: F1 ) we see that
these parameters are in fact linear functions of1; with Lj�1  strictly increasing and2� j�1  stricly
decreasing.

The total valueE�W1 � W2  associated with this equilibrium can be written as

�1 � 5  ;
2

2�

$�K1,K2,2  " �1 " )1 � )2

1 � 5
  �$
�2

�K1,K2,2 
F�2� 1  " F�2 

f�2 
dF�2 

" �1 � 5 " )1 " )2  =�2 F�2� 1  � =�2� ¡1 " F�2� 1 ¢ ,

whereKj � Kj�2;1  � Lj�1  � Kj
U2, 2� 1 � 2� 1�1 , =�2  � 0 (by our normalization) and=�2�  � 1.

Note that the derivative of this expression wrt.2� 1 is zero. Using the uniform distribution, the
marginal effect on total expected welfare (�

�1
E�W1 � W2 ) can then be written as�1 � 5  times

the following expression

;
2

2�

!
j

�$
�Kj

" �1 " )1 � )2

1 � 5
  �2

$

�Kj�2
�2� 1 " 2 

�Kj

�1
d2 " �1 " )1 � )2

1 � 5
 ¡1 " 2� 1¢.

Using ( ref: DEQ , ref: DE1 ) and symmetry we can write this as

2�1 " )1

1 � 5
 ¡m�

maK1
U

aK1
U " m

¢ " �1 " 2)1

1 � 5
 2m ;

2

2�

�2� 1 " 2 d2 �K1

�1
" �1 " 2)1

1 � 5
 ¡1 " 2� 1¢

Note that1 � 11 yields2� 1 � 2� � 1, and hence

sign �
�1

E�W1 � W2 1�11 � sign �1 " )1

1 � 5
 ¡1 �

aK1
U

aK1
U " m

¢ " �1 " 2)1

1 � 5
 

From ( ref: F1 ) we see that�K1

�1
�

�L1

�1
�

1
2m . Differentiating once more we obtain

�2

�12
E�W1 � W2 

�1 � 5 
� �1 " )1

1 � 5
 ¡1 �

aK1
U

aK1
U " m

¢ " �1 " 2)1

1 � 5
  � �1 " 2)1

1 � 5
 

�2� 1

�1
� 0

where the inequality follows from ( ref: imp ) and�2
�

1

�1
� 0. Hence the total valueE�W1 � W2  is

srictly concave in1, and therefore increasing for some1 if and only if �

�1
E�W1 � W2  � 0 for



1 � 11. Using+ � 1 " )1

1�5 , we have

�
�1

E�W1 � W2 1�11 � 0 iff +¡1 �
aK1

U

aK1
U " m

¢ " �1 " 2�1 " +   � 0.

Using ( ref: E1 ), the condition is equivalent to"1 � �
q
a � 2  a

m K1
U
� 1 " 2+ � 0. Since ( ref: E1 )

can be solved explicitly forK1
U in this case, we find that the condition is equivalent to

1 � + �
Q
2 " + � +2

�
Q2

4 " 2+ � 0, whereQ �
q
a � 1. This holds iff

1 " 2+ � +2
� �1 " + Q �

Q2

4 � + � +2
�

Q2

4 , i.e. iff 1 � Q � +�Q � 3 . Substituting for
+ � 1 " )1

1�5 andQ �
q
a � 1, we see that the latter condition is equivalent to)1

1�5 �
2

4�q/a
.

Finally note that for1 � 12 we have (by definition of12) 2� j � 2 � 0, and hence

�
�1

E�W1 � W2 

�1 � 5  1�12

� ¡�1 " )1

1 � 5
 ¡1 �

aK1
U

aK1
U " m

¢ " �1 " 2)1

1 � 5
 ¢�" 1

2
  " �1 " 2)1

1 � 5
  � 0

This completes the proof.
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Figure 1. First-best (heavy line), cooperative (


